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ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
SILENCER

PROTECTION GUARD

SUPPORT STANDS

*The purpose of use is to reduce the air and engine noise 
level produced by the product during application.

*Compatible products, AKD, AIR AKD, ACD-Y, AIR
Applicable for AKD-R, RCD-Y, RCD-D products.

*Depending on the product used, min. It has 5mm - max 
10mm glass or rock wool insulation material.

*Standard production podless type mufflers

* It is used for the purpose of preventing other objects 
from entering into the products.
*For compatible products, AKD, AIR AKD, AIR HCT, AWD, 
AQD, AIR AKD-W, AIR HC, ACD-Y, AIR AKD-R, AIR HCT-R 
products
applicable.
*AWD, AQD, AIR HCT-R, AIR HC, ACD-Y, AIR AKD-R, AIR 
AJD,
It is included as standard on AIR HCT-R products.

*The purpose of use is to make the products stand still
 in the standing position and facilitate flat surface 
mounting.Applicable for compatible products, AKD, AIR 
AKD, AIR HCT products.

ACCESSORIES

COUPLINGE FLANGE

OUTLET NOZZLE

SUCTION/OUTPUT NOZZLE   SPEED CONTROLLER             VIBRATION WEDGE

*The purpose of use is the intermediate element used
to mount the products to the duct or another product.

*Compatible products can be applied for AKD, AIR AKD, 
AIR HCT products.It fits perfectly with the flange of the 
fan used.

*The purpose of use is to balance the amount of air blown
 by the device and to blow it over longer distances.

*Applicable for compatible products, AKD, AIR AKD, AIR 
HCT products.

* It is used to increase the tension of the 
sucked air and to increase the amount of 
air drawn by the device.

*Applicable for compatible products, AKD, 
AIR AKD, AIR HCT products.                        

*The purpose of use is to ensure that 
products with a single-phase motor 
structure operate at desired speeds.

*Applicable for compatible products, WK, TT, 
QUITLINE, WOKS, WD II products.

*It is used to prevent the vibration 
that may occur during the operation of 
the products. It is generally used with 
mounting feet for products made on 
uneven floors.

*Applicable for compatible products, 
AKD, AIR AKD, AIR HCT products. 


